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Abstract: The Russian Federation is a secular state, and the church is separate from the state. Nonethe-
less, during Putin’s rule, a seemingly desecularising transition has taken place in Russia. This transi-
tion can be observed on legal, ideological, and social levels. This article presents the characteristics of
a new secular-state model that has developed in Russia after the collapse of the Soviet Union. We
claim that the evolution of the public role of religion in Russia and the state’s attitude towards religion
cannot be considered in any way a symptom of the post-secularisation tendencies observed in some
Western societies. Desecularisation in Russia takes place only at the verbal level. However, this
façade desecularisation conceals a profound secularisation of religious institutions and organisations,
understood as their total subordination to state policy objectives and, thus, their becoming elements
of the state structure.
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1. Introduction

According to its constitution, the Russian Federation is a secular state; the church is
separate from the state. No ideology can be recognised as a state ideology or imposed as
compulsory on all citizens. These norms were not changed by the constitutional reforms
carried out upon the initiative of Vladimir Putin in 2020. However, during Putin’s rule,
especially since 2007—that is, after his confrontational, anti-Western speech at the Munich
Security Conference—a seemingly desecularising transition has taken place in Russia. It
can be observed at three levels. First, on the legal level, which includes the introduction of
specific norms for the protection of the feelings of believers without equal protection of the
feelings of non-religious people; a reference to God introduced into the 2020 Constitution;
the direct interference of the state in the activities of religious organisations (e.g., the
prohibition of Jehovah’s Witnesses in 2017 and the law on freedom of conscience and
religious organisations of 1997, with amendments introduced especially in 2021 and 2022
which restrict the activities of organisations not subordinated to state authorities). Second,
on the ideological level. Here, this alleged desecularisation manifests itself in introducing
elements of religious education into the school curriculum, strong references to religion
in the political context, and the emphasis on axiological issues in the Russian national
security strategy. The third, level is a social level. In this respect, there is an increasing
participation of the Russian Orthodox Church (ROC) in Russian public life (e.g., the law on
the ban of ‘gay propaganda,’ and the unequivocal support of the ROC for the war against
Ukraine). These developments indicate that ideological elements, linked to religion, occupy
an increasingly important place in Russian social and political life.
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Is it possible to conclude that, despite the constitutional norm, Russia is no longer
a secular state? Does the evolution of the public role of religion indicate that Russia has
already reached the stage of post-secularism? This article presents the characteristics of
a new, non-confrontational secular-state model that has developed in Russia since the
collapse of the Soviet Union. We claim that the evolution of the public role of religion in
Russia and the state’s attitude towards religion cannot be considered in any way a symptom
of the post-secularisation tendencies observed in some Western societies. On the contrary,
secularism in Russia is developing in a different direction. It is returning, in essential
features, to the role of religion (especially Orthodoxy) that authorities assigned to it in
public life from the reforms of Peter the Great to the February Revolution of 1917. Indeed,
desecularisation in Russia takes place only at the verbal level. This faux desecularisation
conceals a profound secularisation of religious institutions and organisations, understood
as their total subordination to state policy objectives and, thus, their becoming elements of
the state structure.

We make this claim based on the evolution of the legal situation and the place in public
life of the ROC. We limit ourselves here to this religious organisation for three reasons.
Firstly, it is the largest religious organisation in Russia. Secondly, in the discourse of Russian
political elites, Orthodoxy is still portrayed as a vital element of Russian (Slavic) national
identity. Thirdly, Russian Orthodoxy is politically involved. In order to verify the thesis of
a deep secularisation of Russian public life, albeit expressed differently than in the West,
we have used the results of opinion polls. Although we mainly refer to research conducted
by the Yuri Levada Analytical Centre (Levada-Centre), which was declared a ‘foreign agent’
by Russian authorities in 2016, we are aware that, in a quasi-totalitarian society, all opinion
polls should be approached with caution.

Part Two of this article outlines the political and social background influencing the
interpretation of the phenomenon of secularisation in contemporary Russia. Part Three
presents the evolution of the situation of the ROC. In Part Four, we describe the main issues
that determine the place of the ROC in Vladimir Putin’s policy. Part Five discusses the
social reception of the public role of the ROC. Part Six concludes the article.

2. Secularisation in Russia: Its Social and Political Context

Is the modern Russian Federation a secular state? Is Russian society, in the second
decade of the twenty-first century, experiencing a process of secularisation? These questions,
which are legitimately posed in a Western social and political context, are much more
complex to answer with regard to Russia. The reasons for this complexity are twofold. Firs,
it is necessary to understand the secular nature of the state. Second, the very essence of the
secularisation processes in Russian social life is problematic.

2.1. The Distinctiveness of the Russian Secularisation Model

Secularisation in Western approaches is associated with a profound modernisation of
social life (Hervieu-Léger and Champion 2008, pp. 191–94). Since the Industrial Revolution,
the models of social life have changed profoundly. In the Western intellectual context, since
the Enlightenment, this has also been accompanied by an intellectual transformation: the
rise of individualism or egalitarianism and the desire to base social and political life on
rational principles. Under these conditions, the social impact of religion is diminishing
(Bruce 2011, p. 2). This does not mean, however, that secularisation processes necessarily
lead to the disappearance of religion. Instead, its role in social life is changing. According
to Bruce (2002, p. 3), secularisation manifests itself in ‘(a) the declining importance of
religion for the operation of non-religious roles and institutions such as those of the state
and the economy; (b) a decline in the social standing of religious roles and institutions; and
(c) a decline in the extent to which people engage in religious practices, display beliefs of
a religious kind, and conduct other aspects of their lives in a manner informed by such
beliefs’.
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In the Western context, this process results from two phenomena: first, the progressive
growth of individualism and the reduction of the role of the religious community in shaping
the views and lifestyles of the individual (Hervieu-Léger 1999, pp. 164–66). Second,
the rise of egalitarianism challenging established and previously unquestioned social
hierarchies (Bruce 2002, pp. 10–11). Secularisation in the West thus leads not so much to
the disappearance but instead to the privatisation of religion. Religion becomes part of
an individual’s personal beliefs, which cease to be a factor that shapes social and political
structure (Bell 1977, p. 327; Merdjanova 2022). However, this is not a uniform process. As
Casanova (1994, p. 43) notes, churches can still play a public role in many cases under new
conditions. However, they must recognise the new reality of liberal democracies and the
prioritization of individual rights.

For this reason, it is difficult to claim unreservedly that the phenomenon of secularisa-
tion, in its Western sense, is inevitable and irreversible. Berger (1999, pp. 2–3) even argues
that the ‘secularisation theory’ is wrong. He sees its origins in the Enlightenment belief that
modernisation inevitably leads to the decline of religion, both in social and individual life.
However, even the claim that the process of modernisation does not lead to secularisation,
understood as the marginalisation of religion, does not contradict the fact that the forms
of religiosity and the public presence of religion are changing in a sustained way (Bender
2012, pp. 285–87; Hervieu-Léger and Champion 2008, pp. 218–19).

However, the discussion on the nature of secularisation and the inevitability and
irreversibility of this process is essentially conducted in a social and intellectual context
shaped by Western Christianity. A simple transfer of observations made in a Western
context to the situation of religion in Russia may lead to wrong conclusions. This can
be seen, for example, when such renowned scholars as Berger (1999, p. 6) and Bruce
(2011, p. 12) write about the revival of Orthodoxy in Russia after the collapse of the
Soviet Union as a phenomenon opposite to secularisation processes in the West. In reality,
however, the issue is much more complex. We put forward the thesis that the restoration
of the public presence of the ROC and the increase in the number of believers are by no
means an expression of desecularisation. On the contrary, it expresses a specific Russian
secularisation, which is different from Western secularisation because it has a different
basis. The primary basis of Russian secularisation is collectivism. This is a fundamental
difference from secularisation in the West, which is inspired by increasing individualism.
Collectivism in the Russian political tradition leads to the subordination of all institutions
of social life, including religious organisations, to the state. They ultimately become part of
the state structure, and their social role is strictly subordinated to political utility.

2.2. The Basic Model of State–Church Relations in Contemporary Russia

Theoretically and legally, the church is separated from the state in Russia, and no
ideology can become a state ideology imposed on citizens. This is written in the Con-
stitution (Constitution of the Russian Federation (Konstitutsiya Rossiyskoy Federatsii)
2020, Articles 13–14). This legal provision was inherited from the Soviet constitutions.
Although it is at odds with the Russian imperial tradition—in which, from the time of
Peter the Great until the February Revolution of 1917, the Orthodox Church in Russia was
part of the state structure—it does not raise serious questions today. In the course of the
constitutional reform in 2020, when a mention of God was introduced into the Constitution
(Article 67.1.2), the norm confirming the secular character of the state was not removed or
modified. At the same time, many elements of the public functioning of religion testify to
its importance to state authorities. One can speak of the political usefulness of the ROC,
which is a tool for the implementation of state social policy goals and, under the conditions
of the Russo–Ukrainian war, unequivocally supports the war effort and repeats the contents
of state propaganda.

After the collapse of the Soviet Union, an increase in the importance of religion was
observed in Russia, including an increase in the number of people declaring themselves
to be believers (Evans and Northmore-Ball 2012). This phenomenon slowed down at
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the beginning of the twenty-first century. Nevertheless, there is no tendency to retreat
from religion in contemporary Russia. In the case of the main religious group in Russia,
Orthodoxy, this is also due to identifying as belonging to the ROC with being an ethnic
Russian (Slav). Declared religious affiliation sometimes expresses ethnicity more than an
attachment to specific religious practices or doctrines (Curanović 2021, p. 48).

Contemporary Russia is not a state where the role of the ROC would be formalised
due to the constitutional principle of separation of state and church, and Russian society,
especially the Orthodox population, is not characterised by a high frequency of religious
practice or attachment to church doctrine. Nevertheless, during Vladimir Putin’s time
in power, significant changes have occurred in both the state–church relationship and in
the religiosity of Russians, which can be interpreted as the result of the internal policy
pursued by the authorities (Mitrofanova 2016; Stent 2008). This policy aims to subordinate
all social organisations, including religious ones, to the goals set by the state, as well as
to eliminate or marginalise those organisations that retain independence from the state
(e.g., Jehovah’s Witnesses). In this way, it is possible today to see a consistent propaganda
message reaching Russian citizens from the fully state-controlled media and representatives
of social organisations, including the ROC.

3. The Evolution of the Legal Situation of the Russian Orthodox Church

The specificity of Russian secularism is influenced by the historically shaped complex-
ity of the state’s relationship with the Orthodox Church as the largest religious community.

3.1. The Development of Russian Secularism

Russian secularism, in its apparent distinctiveness from Western secularism, originated
in the ecclesiastical policy of Peter the Great, who, after the death of Patriarch Adrian in
1700, prevented the election of a new Patriarch of Moscow and subordinated the Orthodox
Church to himself (Belinskiy 2022). In the so-called ‘synodal period’, until the February
Revolution of 1917, the Church in Russia was part of the state structure. The Church
was supervised by the Most Holy Synod, headed by a state official, the Chief Procurator.
The Orthodox Church became a tool for the implementation of state policy, especially
during the nineteenth-century expansion of Russia’s influence to the West, following the
collapse of the Polish–Lithuanian Commonwealth in the late eighteenth century and the
end of the Napoleonic Wars. The formula of Sergey Uvarov (1786–1855), the Minister of
Education of the Russian Empire, ‘Orthodoxy, autocracy, nationality [narodnost’]’ became
the ideological basis of nineteenth-century Russian conservatism (Cannady and Kubicek
2014, p. 3; Cherepanova 2010; Gayda 2021; Pain 2016, p. 49; Pomper 2012) and the
inspiration for the russification of today’s Belarus and Ukraine, combined with the denial
of their cultural and ethnic distinctiveness.

The subordination of the Church to the state was abolished de facto in Russia by the
election of the new Patriarch Tikhon (Vasiliy Bellavin, 1865–1925) in November 1917. Never-
theless, it was not until the Bolshevik government that the formal separation of church and
state was introduced. In Soviet Russia and later in the Soviet Union, constitutional norms
theoretically guaranteed freedom of conscience and religion for all citizens. In practice,
however, throughout the Soviet period, the official state ideology was fiercely anti-religious.
In particular, the possibility for young people to engage in church life was restricted. In
addition, the authorities sought to impede access to religious literature, including the Bible
(Froese 2004, pp. 40–41; Trepanier 2010, p. 140). There were, however, significant changes
in the intensity of state atheism. Anti-religiosity, combined with repression of the Church,
characterised the Soviet Union in the 1920s and 1930s (Knox 2005, pp. 45–47), with a brief
resurgence during Nikita Khrushchev’s era. In contrast, a relative tolerance of the Church
characterised Stalin’s rule from 1943, when the so-called ‘Sergian Church’, fully accepting
the Soviet political order, was established, and that of Leonid Brezhnev (Marchenko 2010).
In addition, the 1980s were a period of relative religious tolerance in the Soviet Union,
accompanied by a decline of communist ideology.
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When looking at the overall situation of Orthodoxy in the Soviet Union, it is essential
to note one element that is crucial to understanding both historical and contemporary
Russian secularism. The formal secularisation of state and social life from the mid-1940s
onwards was not accompanied in the Soviet Union by a desire to abolish the Church, but, in
fact, to return to the pre-revolutionary situation. From 1943, when, the Orthodox hierarchy
was restored on Stalin’s orders and headed by the new Patriarch Sergiy (Ivan Stragorodskiy,
1867–1944), the ROC became an organisation fully controlled by the state and had more
importance in its politics than was officially declared. This importance was also expressed
in the administrative supervision by the state. While the Council for Religious Cults under
the Council of Ministers of the USSR controlled other religious organisations, a separate
Council for the Russian Orthodox Church was established, exercising functions quite
similar to the imperial office of the Chief Procurator (Marchenko 2010, pp. 83–84). At the
same time, the Russian Orthodox Church accepted this shape of state–church relations so
that cases of political dissidence among the clergy were few and insignificant. For this
reason, the ROC did not influence the political changes of the late 1980s and early 1990s.

3.2. The Formation of the Model of State–Church Relations in Post-Soviet Russia

The pro-democratic aspirations evident at the end of the Soviet Union did not signif-
icantly affect the situation of the ROC, which, since the deal with Stalin, had accepted a
modus vivendi in its relations with the formally atheist state. This state, moreover, became
less and less explicitly anti-religious in its last period of existence. This was evidenced
by the Communist Party’s approval of a wide-ranging celebration of the millennium of
the baptism of the Rus’ in 1988 (Ponomariov 2017, pp. 132–34). In the final period of the
Soviet Union, both the Supreme Soviet of the USSR and the Supreme Soviet of the Russian
Soviet Federative Socialist Republic adopted acts guaranteeing freedom of conscience and
religion (Fagan 2013, pp. 56–57; Hämmerli 2017, p. 48). The Constitution of the Russian
Federation, adopted in 1993, retained the provision on the separation of state and church.
It also guaranteed ideological plurality and equality and prohibited the introduction of any
binding state ideology.

The 1990s were a period of intensive revival of the ROC. This manifested itself both
as an increase in the number of believers and the recovery of temples and monasteries
confiscated by the Soviet state, and in the rebuilding of demolished temples and the
construction of new ones. A symbol of this revival was the reopening of the Cathedral of
Christ the Saviour in Moscow, originally inaugurated in 1883 and demolished in 1931 on
Stalin’s order (Knox 2003, p. 586).

The Yeltsin era—which, despite all its weaknesses, can be described as an attempt
to democratise Russia—led to the development of a new model of secularism that had
not previously existed in Russia. The Russian state was formally secular, but devoid of
anti-religious ideology (Knox 2005, pp. 185–86). It guaranteed freedom of conscience and
religion for all citizens. The church was formally separated from the state; however, at the
same time, it did not face any difficulties restricting its activities. However, secularism
understood in this way is an exception rather than a regularity in Russian history.

4. The Russian Orthodox Church in Putin’s Policy

In many areas of social and political life in Russia, Putin’s rule has led to a gradual
retreat from the democratic changes that characterised the 1990s. In Russia’s domestic
and foreign policies, as well as in the information and ideological spheres, a return to
many practices of the Soviet and imperial periods can be observed. This also applies to
state–church relations and the Russian model of secularism. This model consists of a strong
restriction of the role of the Church to those spheres of presence in public life that are
useful to the state authorities. It is also expressed in the strict subordination of the rhetoric
of church representatives to the requirements of the authorities and the comprehensive
support provided by the Church to the authorities. As in the synodal period, the ROC has
become a de facto element of the state structure, and its public activity has been increasingly
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focused on the implementation of state policy. In return, it encounters support from the
authorities in matters of its public presence.

Both issues are worth noting here: first, the manifestations of the authorities’ support
for the Church’s public presence; and second, the reduction of the Church’s rhetoric of
supporting the authorities’ policies.

Regarding the first issue, the Putin era has seen a significant increase in the presence
of the ROC in public life (Cannady and Kubicek 2014, p. 6). This has manifested itself in
legal changes that often derive from the constitutional principle of the separation of state
and church and the ideological neutrality of the state (Papkova 2011, p. 200). Perhaps the
most significant consequence for the role of the ROC in Russian public life is the regulation
introduced in Article 148 of the Criminal Code of the Russian Federation, which protects
religious worship. The original version of this article, from 1996, was very general. It
prohibited obstructing the activities of religious organisations and interfering with religious
worship. However, in 2013, following the blasphemous provocation of the Pussy Riot group
at the Cathedral of Christ the Saviour in Moscow, this article was significantly amended by
introducing the concept of insulting the feelings of believers (Bernstein 2013, p. 223; Stoeckl
2014, pp. 100–1). In contrast, no regulations provide equal protection for those expressing
non-religious views. This makes it impossible to speak of equality between religious and
non-religious people in terms of public expression (Skladanowski 2022).

Since 2006, the teaching of the basics of Orthodox culture has been introduced gradu-
ally into public schools. Military chaplains in the Russian army and chaplains in public
schools were established. In 2015, theology was recognised as an academic discipline.
Although the ROC is not funded directly from state or regional budgets, as a social organi-
sation, it is the largest beneficiary of the state grant system that supports social, educational
and charitable activities (Knox 2003; Mitrokhin 2006, pp. 278–79; Richters 2013, pp. 46–58;
Stoeckl 2014, p. 101).

State support for the various activities of the ROC is met with the subordination of
church rhetoric to state policy objectives. However, this has only been evident since 2009,
when Metropolitan Kirill (Vladimir Gundyayev) became Patriarch of Moscow and All
Rus’. While during the Russo–Georgian war in 2008, the ROC, led by Patriarch Aleksiy II,
did not take a pro-war attitude but positioned itself as a mediator in the conflict between
the two Orthodox nations, Church’s rhetoric since 2009 has had a different orientation.
Patriarch Kirill has unequivocally supported the armed conflicts instigated by Vladimir
Putin. He supported the Russian aggression against Ukraine in 2014 (Kirill 2014), although
he refrained from open support for the annexation of Crimea and Sevastopol (Mitrofanova
2016, p. 109). Following Russia’s armed aggression against Ukraine on 24 February 2022,
Kirill repeatedly spoke in support of the war, called for obedience to the president, and
encouraged the fight, promising eternal life in heaven for Russian soldiers who died
in Ukraine.

In addition to the most extreme expressions of outright support for Russian military
aggression in Syria and Ukraine, the Patriarch and other representatives of the ROC have
repeatedly supported the domestic policies of the authorities (Adamsky 2019, pp. 176–79).
As recently as 2021, before the Russo–Ukrainian war and when the last independent mass
media were being closed down, Kirill claimed that Russia was the leader of the free world
(TASS 2021). Metropolitan Tikhon of Pskov (Georgiy Shevkunov), who is considered the
most influential bishop of the ROC and has personal ties to Putin, argued that no one in
Russia could replace Putin (Kashevarova 2021).

There is unequivocal support from the ROC for the cultural policy of the state au-
thorities. Since 2009, the Church has been involved in the dissemination of the idea of
the ‘Rus’ world’ (Russkiy mir), which was intended to promote Russian culture, language,
and values (Kantyka 2022; Surzhko Harned 2022; Mitrofanova 2016, pp. 110–11). The
ROC has become a tool in Russian foreign policy to promote so-called traditional values
as part of an anti-Western cultural policy (Evans 2008; Engström 2014; Curanović 2021;
Soroka 2022). In line with the rhetoric of the authorities, omnipresent in the media since
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the beginning of the Russo–Ukrainian conflict in 2014, representatives of the Church speak
out against the influence of Western culture on Russian society. In particular, they reject
the Western understanding of the subservient role of the state towards its citizens and call
on Russians to submit fully to the authorities and serve the state unconditionally (Stoeckl
2017, pp. 18–19). The ROC, echoing Putin’s statements, also attacks the West, accusing
liberal democratic societies of moral decline (Stent 2008, p. 1090; Soroka 2022). The issue of
equality for non-heteronormative people in society is met with particularly harsh attacks
by the Church, which also relates to discriminatory laws against the LGBTQ+ community
adopted in 2013 and extended in 2022 (Human Rights Watch 2022).

Some researchers, such as Engström (2014), speak of the politicisation of the ROC,
especially after the 2012 presidential elections. In Curanović’s (2021, p. 50) view, one
can see some signs of cooperation between the state and the ROC, in which both benefit
from each other. However, in our opinion, their explanations—however justified—are
insufficient. The brief overview of the areas of cooperation between the state and the
ROC in Putin’s Russia reveals the essence of Russian secularism, which is a return to the
secularism introduced by Peter the Great. It does not consist of a fight against the public
presence of the Church but rather in the control of its activity and its total subordination to
government policy. It is no coincidence that, in the rhetoric of Patriarch Kirill and other
representatives of the ROC, there is no trace of criticism of the state authorities. On the
contrary, clergy who formulate such criticism face punishment. On issues of a social and
political nature, the ROC does not preach any doctrine independent of state policy priorities.
In this way, as in the synodal period, the Church becomes one of the tools of state policy,
ceasing to be an autonomous participant in social life.

5. The Social Reception of the Public Role of the Russian Orthodox Church

A thesis of the Church’s dependence on and subordination to state policy is crucial
for understanding the essence of contemporary Russian secularism and its fundamental
distinctiveness from secularism in the West. In our opinion, the way to verify this thesis is
to establish the social reception of the role played by the ROC in contemporary Russia. Do
the Church and the Patriarch of Moscow enjoy authority in a society that is predominantly
made up of Orthodox believers? Is the Church an institution of public trust? Are Russians
guided in their lives by its teaching? Is the Church understood as a social institution
independent of the state, especially when it comes to the content that its representatives
publicly preach? To answer these questions, we analysed public opinion surveys. Most of
them were conducted after 2014, that is, after the beginning of the Russo–Ukrainian conflict
and the open involvement of the ROC in supporting the confrontational, anti-Western, and
anti-Ukrainian policies of the state authorities.

The analysis of the available research results allows several insights relevant to state–
church relations in contemporary Russia. These concern two main issues: the reliability of
Russians’ declarations of their religious affiliation and the role of the Church in Russian
public life.

5.1. Religious Affiliation

The ROC is the leading religious organisation in the Russian Federation. However,
it is related to a common idea that Orthodoxy is an essential element of Russian (Slavic)
national identity (Levada-Tsentr 2022d).

The numbers of people who declare their belonging to the ROC vary depending on the
research centre and the methodology adopted. In 1991, only 37% of Russians considered
themselves Orthodox. According to data from the Foundation for Public Opinion (FOM),
between 1997 and 2014, the number of Russians who considered themselves Orthodox
increased significantly, from 52 per cent to 68 per cent of the population (FOM 2014). In
2017, according to the Institute of Sociology of the Russian Academy of Sciences, there were
79 per cent of Orthodox Christians and 4 per cent of Muslims in Russia. According to the
Pew Research Centre, 71 per cent of Russians declared themselves Orthodox and 10 per
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cent Muslims. In August 2019, according to the All-Russian Centre for Public Opinion
Research (VTsIOM), 63 per cent of Russians considered themselves Orthodox (of which
young people aged 18 to 24 were the least likely to declare membership of the Orthodox
Church—23 per cent) (VTsIOM 2019). Finally, according to the 2020 survey (Levada-Tsentr
2020b), 68 per cent of Russians considered themselves Orthodox and 7 per cent Muslims.
In contrast, 22 per cent of the respondents declared themselves non-religious or atheist.
Depending on the survey methodology adopted, it is generally believed that between 60
and 80 per cent of Russians are Orthodox. Most of them identify with the Russian Orthodox
Church of the Moscow Patriarchate, although there are also minority religious groups
that refer to Orthodoxy. All studies, regardless of methodology, note, since the collapse of
the Soviet Union, there has been a substantial decline in the number of people declaring
themselves to be atheists in Russia (Mchedlova 2012).

However, when it comes to religiosity, only half of Russians consider themselves
religious or somewhat religious. This value has increased since 2014, when such opinions
were expressed by 35 per cent of the respondents (Levada-Tsentr 2022d). Religion plays an
important or rather important role in the lives of 40 per cent of Russians. However, it is not
important for 35 per cent of the respondents and plays no role in the lives of 24 per cent
(Levada-Tsentr 2020b).

The 2014 survey (FOM 2014) on the changes in the religiosity of Russians between 2000
and 2014 indicated that a significant number of those who declared Orthodoxy performed
little or no religious practice. When declaring Orthodoxy, the respondents stated that they
practically never took communion (2000—64 per cent, 2014—61 per cent) or observed fasts
(2000—80 per cent, 2014—79 per cent), and that they rarely attended church services: twice
a year, once a year, or less often (2000—67 per cent; 2014—63 per cent).

The state of religious practice is confirmed by data regularly presented by the Ministry
of Interior of the Russian Federation. On Christmas Day, 7 January 2018, about 2.5 million
people (1.75 per cent of the population) attended the Christmas All-Night Vigil, the most
important Orthodox festive service (Sova-Tsentr 2018). In 2020, 2.3 million people attended
Christmas services. In recent years, this figure has not changed significantly: approximately
2–3 million people, or 1.4–2 per cent of the population, attend Christmas services. Slightly
higher figures appear in the reports on Easter practices. This is due to the fact that, in
addition to participation in religious services, other public forms of religious practice are
taken into account during this period, especially the blessing of food and visiting cemeteries.
According to the Ministry of Interior, approximately 4.5 million people (3 per cent of the
population) participated in religious practices during Easter in 2018 and 4.3 million people
in 2019.

Russian sociologists believe that while belonging to Orthodoxy remains an essential
element of Russian (Slavic) national identity, the ethical teaching of the Church is not
universally accepted in Russia (Levada-Tsentr 2018). For this reason, the moral conser-
vatism of Putin’s statements, also present in the anti-Western rhetoric of the ROC, is by
no means endorsed by the majority of Russians. For example, according to a 2022 survey,
half of Russians do not consider marriage to be a condition for two people to live together,
and more than half of the respondents in the younger and middle-age groups (25–39 and
40–54 years old) consider informal unions to be the norm (Levada-Tsentr 2022b).

Russian society is, at the level of declared affiliation, quite religious when compared to
many Western societies. However, at the same time, the church does not play a major role in
shaping the social attitudes and value systems of Russians. Therefore, data on the religiosity
of Russians should be approached with caution. The religious affiliation declared by the
respondents often does not correspond to the ecclesiastical affiliation criteria. For example,
according to data published 2019 (VTsIOM 2019), of those declaring Orthodoxy, 12 per cent
were not baptised. Of this group, in turn, only 19 per cent declared their willingness to be
baptised. Among the ‘Orthodox unbaptised’, 29 per cent of the respondents declared a lack
of religious faith, 20 per cent a lack of willingness to be baptised, and 14 per cent did not
see the point of baptism.
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5.2. The Presence of the Russian Orthodox Church in Public Life

The presence of the ROC in public life is significant. However, the Church is by no
means the leader of social trust. During the years of Putin’s rule, social trust in the ROC has
fluctuated between 38 and 54 per cent, peaking in 2010 and 2014 (Levada-Tsentr 2022a). In
surveys conducted in 2022—that is, during the ongoing war against Ukraine—the leaders
of public support are government representatives and state institutions (Levada-Tsentr
2022c). As far as social institutions are concerned, the ROC ranks high in terms of trust
(51 per cent). Nevertheless, it is significant that it ranks lower than not only by the president
(80 per cent), but also by the army (77 per cent), the special services (61 per cent), and the
government (55 per cent).

The Russians accept the presence of the ROC in public life. Nevertheless, this presence
has a clearly defined niche. With regard to the influence of the Church and religious
organisations on state policy, 29 per cent of Russians believe it plays too large part in
public life (in 2014, 23 per cent of the respondents thought so). In turn, 44 per cent of
the respondents think its presence in public life is appropriate (in 2014, 42 per cent) and
17 per cent believe it is too small. What is interesting, however, is what role Russians see
for the Church in public life. First and foremost, it should uphold morality in social life
(46 per cent), help the poor (41 per cent), preserve cultural traditions (39 per cent), meet the
spiritual needs of the faithful (39 per cent), and carry out charitable activities (31 per cent).
According to 21 per cent of the respondents, the ROC should not interfere in public life (in
2013, 11 per cent). In contrast, 18 per cent of the respondents believe that the Church ought
to promote social, political and national understanding and reconciliation. According to
17 per cent of Russians, the ROC should support the development of religious art and
literature. The Russians also accept, to some extent, a limited presence of religious teaching
in schools. According to 56 per cent of the respondents, teaching religious history or the
basics of religious morality should be allowed. At the same time, 31 per cent of respondents
are against any presence of religion at school (Levada-Tsentr 2022d).

The results of public opinion polls indicate that the ROC plays a certain role in Russian
public life. Nevertheless, this role is significantly smaller than that of federal and regional
authorities, special services, and mass media (Levada-Tsentr 2020a). Supporting the public
presence of the Church is associated with attributing to it very limited competences and
tasks in public life. In state cultural policy, the ROC plays a role as one of the elements
of national identity and is used in the confrontation with Western values and models
(Hämmerli 2017, p. 49). However, this makes social support for the Church coupled with
support for the authorities and dependent on the perceived external threats (Levada-Tsentr
2016). When such threats are commonly felt, the role of the ROC can be limited in favour of
other channels of the state’s ideological pressure on society. Under the conditions of the
Russo–Ukrainian war, the worldview of Russians is mainly shaped by the state-controlled
mass media (Levada-Tsentr 2022e).

6. Conclusions

In his more than twenty years of almost unlimited power, Putin has sought to gain
complete control over Russian social life. He has not only led to the elimination of any real
political opposition and independent mass media—the ROC also has an important place in
his power system. Nevertheless, when analysing the evolution of state–church relations in
Russia after 2000, it cannot be said that the Church has gained any significant influence in
public life. It has not become an autonomous participant in Russian social life or a source
of social values and attitudes, autonomous from the ideological policy of the authorities. In
no way does the ROC oppose the state authorities or criticise their policies. Instead, the
Church shows them full and ideologically committed support on major political issues.
This is evidenced by the unconditional support from Patriarch Kirill for Russian aggression
against Ukraine. Thus, under conditions of war, the construction of Putin’s political system,
in which unified anti-Western, xenophobic, and nationalist propaganda plays an important
role, achieves its fulfilment.
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Putin’s model of shaping state–church relations is not new in Russia. On the contrary,
it can be argued that, at least since the political reforms of Peter the Great, it has been
something permanent, despite the political changes taking place in Russia. During both the
imperial and Soviet periods, the Church had no political aspirations, nor did it show any
criticism of the authorities. Instead, it was controlled by state administration structures. In
post-Soviet Russia, in formal terms, the ROC retains its independence. However, especially
since Kirill assumed the office of Patriarch of Moscow and All Rus’, the Church has fully
adapted its rhetoric to the policy of the authorities.

The changes in the situation of the ROC during Putin’s rule are not at all evidence of the
desecularisation taking place in Russia. Nor, despite some similarities, do they resemble the
politicisation of religion seen in the United States and Latin American countries. They are
not a simple evolution of the Orthodox concept of ‘symphony’ understood as harmonious
cooperation between state and church. The ROC undoubtedly plays a significant role in
the political system shaped in Putin’s Russia. However, Russian society does not regard
it as autonomous from the state. In its social functioning, the Church has been reduced
to participating in the implementation of state ideological policy. This is the essence of
Russian imperial secularism, which Putin has renewed and developed.
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